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Abstract: Multi-mode systems can operate in different modes, leading to large numbers of different
dynamics. Consequently, applying traditional structural diagnostics to such systems is often untractable.
To address this challenge, we present a multi-mode diagnostics algorithm that relies on a multi-mode
extension of the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition. We introduce two methodologies for modeling
faults, either as signals or as Boolean variables, and apply them to a modular switched battery system in
order to demonstrate their effectiveness and discuss their respective advantages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fault detection and diagnosis are important for the health moni-
toring of physical systems. Model-based approaches for single-
mode, smooth, systems is a well-established field, supported
by a large body of literature covering various approaches like
structural methods (Blanke et al., 2006), parity space techniques,
and observer-based methods (Isermann, 2006).
While single-mode systems are often described using differen-
tial algebraic equations (DAEs), the modeling of non-smooth
physical systems yields switched DAEs, also known as multi-
mode DAEs (mmDAEs), which combine continuous behaviors,
defined as solutions of a set of DAE systems, with discrete mode
changes (Trenn, 2012; Benveniste et al., 2020). Direct applica-
tion of traditional fault diagnosis methods to all possible config-
urations of multi-mode systems quickly becomes intractable, as
the number of modes tends to be exponential in the size of the
system. The method proposed by (Khorasgani and Biswas, 2017)
works around this issue by coupling a mode estimation algorithm
with a single-mode diagnosis methodology, akin to just-in-time
compilation in computer science. This approach unfortunately
puts the burden on solving mode estimation problems, which
often turn out to be intractable for the same reason.
Structural fault detectability and isolability is a graph-based
method to evaluate diagnosability properties on DAEs (Frisk
et al., 2012). It is based on the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposi-
tion (DM), a building block of the structural analysis of equation
systems. In this study, we show how its extension to multi-mode
systems, introduced in (Benveniste et al., 2022), can be applied
in the context of structural fault detectability and isolability
of mmDAEs (Hashemniya et al., 2023). Building upon our
previous research studies, the methods presented in this paper
represent advancements in diagnostic methodologies for multi-
mode systems, providing novel ways to study the diagnosability
of multi-mode systems without enumerating their modes.
The case study used throughout this article is a model of a
reconfigurable battery system, in which switching strategies

enable to produce an AC output without relying on a central
inverter (Balachandran et al., 2021). This model is parametrized
by the number of battery cells, so that both the inherent
complexity associated with the diagnostics of such systems and
the scalability of our approaches can be addressed.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The main problem studied here is how to perform the diagnos-
ability analysis of multi-mode systems. Specifically, the method
should be able to determine whether a fault fi can be detected
and/or isolated from another fault fj , and if so, under which
operational modes.
As an illustrative example, we consider throughout this paper a
battery pack composed of n switched submodules (SM) arranged
in series, as introduced in (Hashemniya et al., Submitted). Each
SM has four valid modes, resulting in a total of 4n system
configurations that need to be investigated to calculate the multi-
mode isolability performance matrix introduced in (Hashemniya
et al., 2023). There, individual configurations have different
diagnosability properties leading to complexity concerns, since
the number of configurations grows exponentially with the
number of SMs. This inherent computational complexity is a
key problem and motivating factor of this study.
As discussed in (Hashemniya et al., Submitted), even a modest-
sized example with a limited number of SMs results in a
large number of system configurations, making any brute-force
approach untractable when faced with realistic problem sizes. A
more efficient method for assessing structural diagnosability
is needed. In (Hashemniya et al., Submitted), an approach
was introduced to reduce the number of modes and system
configurations, resulting in complexity gains. However, that
solution was designed specifically for that particular use case.
To establish a comprehensive diagnostic framework applica-
ble to general multi-mode systems, a generalized multi-mode
Dulmage-Mendelsohn (mmDM) decomposition (Benveniste
et al., 2022) is used to develop a method for general multi-



mode diagnosability analysis. In this framework, the modeling
of the faults themselves is an important question: two different
approaches are presented here, and their properties are studied.

3. SINGLE-MODE DIAGNOSIS

This section briefly recaps the foundations of a graph theo-
retical method and corresponding definitions for single-mode
detectability and isolability analysis. These concepts will be
extended in later sections to the multi-mode case.
The Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition (Dulmage and Mendel-
sohn, 1958) is a basic theoretical tool, illustrated by Figure 1,
where the structure of a set of equations M with the set of
unknown variables X is represented as an incidence matrix.
Three main parts of M can be identified in the decomposition:
M− is called the structurally underdetermined part, M0 is the
structurally well-determined part, and M+ is the structurally
overdetermined part.

Fig. 1. Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition.

The overdetermined part has more equations than unknowns,
which implies that there exists some degree of redundancy.
Assume that each fault f is present in one equation, denoted as
ef , then the following definitions of structural detectability and
isolability from (Frisk et al., 2012) will be used.
Definition 3.1. A fault f is structurally detectable in a model
M if ef ∈ M+. A fault fi is structurally isolable from fj in a
model M if efi ∈ (M \ {efj})+. ♦

Fault detectability and isolability of a model will be called the
diagnosability of the model. From Definition 3.1, it appears that
one DM decomposition is required to compute the detectability
of a given fault or the isolability of one fault from another fault.
For a multi-mode system, detectability and isolability can be
computed in the same way for each mode separately, but as said
before, this naive way of computing diagnosability properties
quickly becomes intractable both in terms of computational
complexity and memory usage. In this work, we propose to use
a multi-mode framework where modes are encoded efficiently
to avoid the need for a complete enumeration of system modes
and to use a multi-mode version of the DM decomposition that
can be used to compute detectability or isolability properties for
all modes in one execution.

4. MULTI-MODE SYSTEMS

This section describes the modeling framework for multi-mode
systems, including two distinct methodologies for modeling
faults. This multi-mode modeling framework will be exemplified
in a case study of a reconfigurable battery system with integrated
converters. While this example may seem simple, it is complex
enough to illustrate the difficulties inherent to the fault diagnosis
of multi-mode systems. Note that the method presented in this
paper can easily be extended to handle more complex, non-linear,
multiphysics models.
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Fig. 2. Reconfigurable battery system with integrated converters.
(a) Battery pack with n submodules. (b) Battery submodule.

The modular battery pack considered includes n SMs in series,
numbered from 1 to n, as illustrated in Fig. 2. SM k in Fig. 2(a)
includes a battery cell, modeled as an equivalent circuit model,
along with a full-bridge converter consisting in four MOSFET
switches, i.e., S1-S4, and two sensors, i.e., a voltage and a current
sensor, measuring vcell,k and icell,k respectively. Additionally, two
global pack sensors measure the output voltage vpack and the
output current ipack respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Faults
for each battery cell and each sensor will be considered, and we
denote by F the set of faults.
The mode of an SM is given by the states of its four switches,
i.e., there are in total 24 switch configurations. However, many
of these switch configurations lead to short circuit; in practice,
there are only 4 modes that are used. Table 1 shows the four valid
operation modes for each SM based on the states of the switches.
It would be possible to model the modes of an SM using the
states of the 4 switches, but here, a more compact description
will be used that also reduces the number of Boolean variables.
In this approach, the Boolean variables forward and backward
encode the four valid modes as shown in Table 1. With this
abstraction, the two bypass modes are modeled identically, and
there is indeed no need to distinguish them. Furthermore, remark
that the mode forward = T, backward = T is forbidden.

Table 1. Full-bridge sub-module modes.
encoding mode switches

forward backward S1 S2 S3 S4 vsm,k

T F forward on off off on vcell,k
F T backward off on on off −vcell,k
F F bypass 1 on off on off 0
F F bypass 2 off on off on 0

The code for defining the multi-mode Differential Algebraic
Equation (mmDAE) of an SM is:

module SM( )
/ / Mode v a r i a b l e s
f o r w a r d : b o o l e a n ;
backward : b o o l e a n ;
i n v a r i a n t ! ( f o r w a r d & backward ) ;
/ / F a u l t s
c o n s t a n t f c e l l : r e a l ;
c o n s t a n t f i c e l l : r e a l ;
c o n s t a n t f v c e l l : r e a l ;
/ / E q u a t i o n s o f a c e l l
e1 : v p d e r = i c e l l / Cp − v p / ( Rp * Cp ) ;
e2 : v c e l l = v p + R0 * i c e l l + v ocv + f c e l l ;
e3 : v p d e r = der ( v p ) ;
e4 : v sm =



i f f o r w a r d t h e n v c e l l e l s e
i f backward t h e n − v c e l l
e l s e 0 . ;

e5 : i c e l l =
i f f o r w a r d t h e n i p a c k e l s e
i f backward t h e n − i p a c k

e l s e 0 . ;
e6 : y i c e l l = i c e l l + f i c e l l ;
e7 : y v c e l l = v c e l l + f v c e l l ;
end

The model is expressed in the MEL equation language presented
in (Benveniste et al., 2022). The model begins with a declaration
of all variables, then the equations are defined. Three types of
variables need to be distinguished in a model used for diag-
nosability analysis. Mode variables are declared as Booleans,
unknowns as real variables, and everything else, including model
parameters, sensor signals, and fault signals, as real constants.
Here, only the declaration of the mode variables and fault signals
are shown. Note that the invariant declaration (line 5) states that
the mode assignment forward = T, backward = T is not valid.
Equations e1-e3 outline the behavior of the cell, e4-e5 govern
the switches, and e6-e7 address the cell current and cell voltage
sensors. This model is indeed a multi-mode model, as equations
e4-e5 depend on the operating mode of the system. The fault
modeling strategy itself will be discussed separately at the end
of this section.
To expand the system to n SMs within the battery pack, and
subsequently integrate it by incorporating pack sensors, the
following statements are included in model Ms:

/ / Sys tem a r c h i t e c t u r e
# i n c l u d e ”SM. mel ”
g1 : v pack = sum { k i n 1 . . N : c [ k ] . v sm } ;
f o r e a c h k i n 1 . . N do

g2 [ k ] : i p a c k = c [ k ] . i p a c k ;
done ;
g3 : y i p a c k = i p a c k + f i p a c k ;
g4 : y v p a c k = v pack + f v p a c k

where equation g1 describes the output voltage of the pack,
g2[k] states current relationships, and g3-g4 correspond to the
pack’s current and voltage sensors, respectively.

4.1 Fault signal approach

Faults can be modeled either as real signals or as Boolean mode
variables. In the fault signal approach, a fault is modeled as
a real variable f such that f ̸= 0 in the presence of the fault,
f = 0 otherwise. The model with fault signals is denoted Ms.
In it, the considered faults of an SM are modeled with the fault
signals fcell for a general cell fault, ficell for a current sensor
fault, and fvcell for a voltage sensor fault. Furthermore, sensor
faults measuring pack current and voltage are modeled with fault
signals fipack and fvpack respectively. Therefore, the total number
of faults is 3n+ 2, where n is the number of SMs in the pack.

4.2 Boolean fault approach

Faults can also be considered to be discrete modes of the system,
i.e., fault modes. In this approach, faults are modeled by Boolean
mode variables. As a result, equations containing faults also need
to be changed, resulting in the following declarations:

F c e l l : b o o l e a n ;
F i c e l l : b o o l e a n ;
F v c e l l : b o o l e a n ;
i f ! F c e l l t h e n e2 : v c e l l = v p +

R0 * i c e l l + v ocv end ;
i f ! F i c e l l t h e n e6 : y i = i c e l l end ;
i f ! F v c e l l t h e n e7 : y v = v c e l l end ;
i f ! F i p a c k t h e n g3 : y i p a c k = i p a c k end ;
i f ! F v p a c k t h e n g4 : y v p a c k = v pack end

For example, the last equation describes that the voltage sensor
is measuring the correct voltage if the sensor is not faulty. This
model will be called Mb, where subscript b stresses the fact that
faults are modeled with Boolean variables.
One difference between the two methodologies lies in the
number of Boolean variables, which directly impact the compu-
tational complexity, as we shall see. The first approach involves
a total of 2n Boolean mode variables, where n is the number
of SMs, whereas the second approach includes 5n+ 2 Boolean
variables. Each approach possesses its respective advantages and
drawbacks, which will be discussed in Section 7.

5. MULTI-MODE DULMAGE-MENDELSOHN
DECOMPOSITION

Multi-mode structural diagnosis analysis requires an efficient
way to compute the DM decomposition of a multi-mode system.
In this section, we present the necessary background about the
DM decomposition, then introduce a multi-mode extension that
does not require enumerating the modes of the system.

5.1 The single-mode case

The DM algorithm, introduced in (Dulmage and Mendelsohn,
1958), is a canonical decomposition of the set of vertices of a
bipartite graph G = (E ⊎ X,A ⊆ E × X) that is commonly
used for solving systems of algebraic equations. When applied
to any bipartite graph G, this decomposition uniquely partitions
set E (respectively, set X) into three subsets E−, E0 and E+

(resp., X−, X0 and X+). As stated in Section 3, these subsets
take a specific meaning when applied to the adjacency graph of
an algebraic system of equations M .
In what follows, we abstract model M by its adjacency graph,
where each vertex in E represents an equation, each vertex in
X represents a variable, and an edge (e, x) is in A if and only
if variable x occurs in equation e. The DM decomposition then
partitions the set of equations E into three subsystems: we say
that E− is the underdetermined part of E, E0 is its square (or
well-determined) part, and E+ is its overdetermined part; the
corresponding subsets of X are the subsets of their dependent
variables. We only focus here on the overdetermined parts E+

and X+, as these are the ones to be used for fault analysis.
An efficient algorithm for computing the DM decomposition
of sparse systems was published by (Pothen and Fan, 1990).
A maximum matchingM of the system’s adjacency graph is
required as an input; the resulting decomposition is independent
from the choice of a particular maximum matching.
Let Eu (respectively, Xu) be the set of equations (resp.,
variables) that are not matched inM. Then, E+ and X+ are
the subsets of E and X (respectively) that are reachable via an
alternating path from Eu, where an alternating path is a path
whose edges belong alternatively toM and A \M.

5.2 Multimode extension

This section introduces mmDM, a multimode generalization of the
DM algorithm, presented in (Benveniste et al., 2022, Section 4.2).
It is designed for algebraic systems of equations in which both
equations and variables can be enabled or disabled depending



on the satisfaction of a set of Boolean conditions on mode
variables. Equations may also contain if-then-else operators,
meaning that the incidence relation may also vary depending on
the satisfaction of Boolean conditions on the mode variables. In
what follows, we denote by M the set of valid modes, i.e., the set
of all valuations of the mode variables satisfying the invariant of
the model as introduced in Section 4.
The key principle of this algorithm is that it is based on a dual
representation of the structure of the system: each vertex and
edge of the incidence graph is labeled by a Boolean condition
that characterizes the set of modes in which it is enabled. Hence,
we assume in the sequel that we are given Boolean functions
γe, γx, γa : M→ B for every e ∈ E, x ∈ X and a ∈ A. Given
an edge a = (e, x) ∈ A, denote E(a) = e its incident vertex in
E and X (a) = x its incident vertex in X . The inverse mappings
E−1(e) = {(e, x) ∈ A} (resp., X−1(x) = {(e, x) ∈ A}) define
the set of edges that are incident to vertex e ∈ E (resp., x ∈ X).
The choice of one maximum matching per mode is performed
without enumerating the modes via an adaptation of the maxi-
mum weight perfect matching algorithm detailed in (Benveniste
et al., 2022), Section 4.3. This maximum matching is given by
its characteristic functions Ta : M→ B for all edges a ∈ A.
For each equation e ∈ E, a function ε+e : M → B is defined,
whose final value states the modes in which this equation belongs
to the overdetermined part of model M . In a similar fashion, a
function χ+

x : M→ B is defined for each variable x ∈ X .
Each ε+e is initialized so that it encodes the set of modes in
which equation e is unmatched, that is:

ε+e ← γe ∧ ¬
(∨

a∈E−1(e) Ta

)
(1)

while function χ+
x is initialized to F, the false constant.

The propagation steps that follow consist in exploring alternat-
ing paths from the “overdetermined sets” ε+e , χ+

x and updating
the corresponding functions as follows, for all x ∈ X and all
e ∈ E:

χ+
x ← χ+

x ∨
(
γx ∧

∨
a∈X−1(x)

(
¬Ta ∧ γa ∧ ε+E(a)

))
ε+e ← ε+e ∨

(
γe ∧

∨
a∈E−1(e)

(
Ta ∧ χ+

X (a)

)) (2)

until a fixpoint is reached.
An OCaml implementation of this method, based on Binary
Decision Diagrams (BDD, see (Bryant, 1986)), is used for the
multi-mode fault diagnosability analyses presented next.

6. MULTI-MODE DIAGNOSABILITY

We recall that the structural diagnosability analysis of a single-
mode system is performed by computing the detectability of
every fault f ∈ F and the isolability for every fault pair
(fi, fj) ∈ F × F . Note that, from Definition 3.1, detectability
of a fault f can be seen as the isolability of f from the empty set
of faults, i.e., the no-fault case NF. Thus, the diagnosability of a
single-mode model M can compactly be described by

DM
(f,NF) = T iff f ∈ F is detectable

DM
(fi,fj)

= T iff (fi, fj) ∈ F × F is isolable.
(3)

Extending diagnosability analysis to a multi-mode model, with
valid modes Ms, then amounts to computing a Boolean function
D(fi,fj) : Ms → B, for every fi ∈ F and fj ∈ F ∪ {NF}, such
that, for any valid assignment of the mode variables S = S0:

D(fi,fj)[S := S0] = D
M [S:=S0]
(fi,fj)

where M [S := S0] is the single-mode model obtained from M
by setting its mode variables according to S0.
Next, we present algorithms for computing the diagnosability
function, for both fault modeling methodologies, by considering
all valid modes at once (that is, without enumerating them).

6.1 Diagnosability based on fault signals

In the fault signal approach, the set F of faults in a multi-mode
model Ms is described by the fault signals f = (f1, f2, . . . , fn)
such that fi ̸= 0 if fault i is present, fi = 0 otherwise. The set
of Boolean variables S = (S1, . . . , Sn), called system mode
variables, represent, e.g., valve and switch positions in the
system. It is assumed that faults are introduced only in equations
without system mode variables.
For each equation e ∈ E in Ms, mmDM returns a Boolean
function ε+e : Ms → B, where the superscript + denotes the
overdetermined part, and Ms denotes the set of valid modes.
These functions will be used to answer diagnosability questions.
The dd library (Filippidis et al., 2022) is used for efficiently
handling these functions as BDDs.
Definition 6.1. (Structural detectability). A fault fi is struc-
turally detectable in a multi-mode system Ms if

ε+efi
(Ms) ̸≡ F , (4)

where efi is the equation including fault fi. ♦

This means that a fault is structurally detectable if there
exists at least one valid mode assignment S = S0 such that
ε+efi

(Ms)[S := S0] = T. Given a set of modes S, fault fi is
detectable in all modes belonging to S iff 1S → ε+efi

(Ms) is the
constant true function. Hence, a fault fi is detectable in all valid
modes iff (1Ms → ε+ef (Ms)) ≡ T.

Consider a system with only one SM, as defined in Section 4,
and fault fcell. This fault is detectable for the modes defined
by ε+efcell

(Ms) = ¬backward ∨ ¬forward, which is the model
invariant 1Ms

. Hence, fault fcell is detectable in all valid modes.
Algorithm 1 computes the detectability of all faults in model Ms.
In line 4, the Boolean expression is simplified for faults that are
detectable in all valid modes. Note that only one run of mmDM is
performed to compute the detectability of all faults in all modes.
This algorithm will be used when computing fault isolability.

Algorithm 1 ⟨D(f,NF)⟩f∈F = Detectability(Ms)

1: ⟨ε+e (Ms)⟩e∈E = mmDM(Ms)
2: for all f ∈ F do
3: if 1Ms

→ ε+ef (Ms) ≡ T then
4: D(f,NF) = T ▷ Detectable in all valid modes
5: else
6: D(f,NF) = ε+ef (Ms)

Definition 6.2. (Structural isolability). Fault fi is structurally
isolable from fault fj in a multi-mode system Ms if

ε+efi
(Ms\{efj}) ̸≡ F , (5)

where Ms\{efj} is obtained by removing efj from Ms. ♦

As an illustration, considering a single SM, one gets
ε+efcell

(Ms\{eficell
}) ≡ ¬backward ∧ ¬forward ,

which shows that fcell is isolable from ficell only in the bypass
modes according to Table 1.



Algorithm 2 computes the multi-mode diagnosability D of
model Ms using Algorithm 1. It is assumed, without loss of
generality, that there is at most one fault in each equation.

Algorithm 2 D = Diagnosability(Ms)

1: ⟨D(f,NF)⟩f∈F = Detectability(Ms)
2: for all f ∈ F do
3: if f is detectable then
4: ⟨D(fi,f)⟩fi∈F = Detectability(Ms \ {ef})
5: else ▷ Avoid unnecessary mmDM
6: ⟨D(fi,f)⟩fi∈F = ⟨D(fi,NF)⟩fi∈F

The diagnosability result of Algorithm 2 for the single SM
example is shown in Table 2. In this table, bypass stands for
¬backward ∧ ¬forward for clarity. Column NF indicates that
all faults are detectable in all modes. The 2-by-2 block of F’s
indicates that faults fcell and fvcell are not isolable in any mode.
The entries with bypass indicate that the faults fcell and fvcell are
isolable from fault ficell in the bypass modes only.

Table 2. Multi-mode fault diagnosability for the one
SM example.

NF fcell fvcell ficell
fcell T F F bypass
fvcell T F F bypass
ficell T bypass bypass F

6.2 Diagnosability based on Boolean faults

In this approach, faults are modeled by the Boolean mode
variables F = (F1, F2, . . . , Fn) such that Fi = T if fault i
is present, Fi = F otherwise. As above, S is the set of Boolean
variables that represent system modes; we denote by Mb the set
of valid evaluations of the Boolean variables of F∪S. The mmDM
decomposition computes, for each equation e ∈ E, a Boolean
function ε+e : Mb → B, where superscript + denotes once again
the over-determined part of DM. The present approach similarly
employs this function to assess the diagnosability of multi-mode
systems. However, in contrast to the preceding methodology, the
results of mmDM are now functions of both system modes and
faults.
To define detectability, some notation is needed. Let Ψ be a
Boolean function of the Boolean variables in set X . For x ∈ X ,
Ψ[x := F/T] denotes the function obtained by assigning the
value F/T to x. Furthermore, for a set X ′ ⊆ X , Ψ[X ′ := F/T]
will denote the function obtained by assigning to every x ∈ X ′

the value F/T.
Definition 6.3. (Structural detectability). Let F be the set of
faults in a multi-mode system Mb. A fault Fi is structurally
detectable in a multi-mode model Mb if

ε+eFi
(Mb)[F := F] ̸≡ F, (6)

where eFi
is the equation related to fault Fi. ♦

Fault Fi is detectable in the modes given by ε+eFi
(Mb)[F := F],

which corresponds to ε+efi
(Ms) in the fault signal approach.

Consider again the single SM example and the detectability of
fault Ficell . For equation eFicell

, the mmDM algorithm yields the
overdetermined part
ε+eFicell

(Mb) ≡(¬backward ∧ ¬Fcell ∧ ¬Ficell ∧ ¬Fvcell)∨

(¬forward ∧ ¬Fcell ∧ ¬Ficell ∧ ¬Fvcell)∨
(¬forward ∧ ¬backward ∧ ¬Fcell ∧ ¬Fvcell)

(7)

which depends on both system and fault mode variables. By
assigning F to all fault variables, the modes where Ficell is
detectable are given by

ε+eFicell
(Mb)[{Fcell, Ficell , Fvcell} := F] ≡

¬backward ∨ ¬forward .
This is equal to the invariant condition, therefore Ficell is
detectable in all modes.
Definition 6.4. (Single fault structural isolability). LetF be the
set of faults in a multi-mode system Mb. Fault Fi is structurally
isolable from fault Fj if

ε+eFi
(Mb)[Fj := T,F \ {Fj} := F] ̸≡ F. (8)

The assignment of the fault variables establishes that model
Mb is valid in the mode with fault Fj only. If equation eFi

is in the overdetermined part of Mb, the definition states that
Fi is isolable from Fj . Note that the same function ε+eFi

(Mb)

used in Definition 6.3 to compute detectability properties is
used for computing isolability properties of the model as
well. This means that mmDM only has to be run once for the
complete diagnosability analysis, including both detectability
and isolability analysis.
As an example, let us consider the single SM example and check
whether Fcell is isolable from Ficell . This is computed by the
following substitution in (7):

ε+eFcell
(Mb)[Ficell := T, {Fcell, Fvcell} := F] ≡

¬forward ∧ ¬backward ,

according to Defintion 6.4. Thus, Fcell is isolable from Ficell if and
only if the submodule is in a bypass mode, which is consistent
with the results obtained with the fault signal methodology.
From this approach, the concept of isolability can easily be
extended to multiple fault isolability analysis as the following.
Definition 6.5. (Multiple fault structural isolability). Let F be
the set of faults in Mb and let Γ ⊆ F be a subset of faults.
Fault Fi ∈ F is structurally isolable from the multiple fault Γ if

ε+eFi
(Mb)[Γ := T,F\Γ := F] ̸≡ F . (9)

In the single SM model, for example, one can determine the
isolability of fault Fcell from the dual fault scenario including
both Ficell and Fvcell as follows:

ε+eFcell
(Mb)[Fcell := F, {Ficell , Fvcell} := T] ≡ F. (10)

Hence, Fcell is not isolable from the double fault.
To show the applicability of these algorithms, we use them in a
case study in the next section.

7. CASE STUDY AND RESULTS

We assessed both modeling approaches on the battery pack
model introduced in Section 4, with varying number n of SMs.
The diagnosability, as given by (3), is the same for both fault
modeling approaches, as expected; it is summarized in Table 3.
This table presents the results for n SMs, as the same pattern
is always observed across all SMs. This common pattern is
aggregated and represented by subscript k within the blue
highlighted area.
The first column, highlighted in gray, shows detectability. All
faults are detectable, except fipack which is undetectable if all
SMs are in bypass mode. In cases where fipack is not detectable,
other faults cannot be isolable from it, indicated in the fipack row.
It is important to note that any fault occurring within a given
SM is detectable, and uniquely isolable from both pack faults



Table 3. Multi-mode fault diagnosability.
NF fcell,k fvcell,k ficell,k fipack fvpack

fcell,k T F ¬bypassk T T T
fvcell,k T ¬bypassk F T T T
ficell,k T T T F T T

fipack ¬bypassall ¬bypassall ¬bypassall ¬bypassall F ¬bypassall
fvpack T T T T T F

and faults in any other SM. For instance, fcell,1 and fcell,2
are detectable and uniquely isolable from each other since
they belong to different SMs. However, within a given SM k,
component fault fcell,k and sensor fault fvcell,k are not isolable
when that particular SM is in bypass mode.
These findings are consistent with our earlier study (Hashemniya
et al., Submitted) on sensor investigation for reconfigurable
battery systems. However, while that study relied on a brute
force approach to systematically explore all modes and system
configurations, the use of mmDM has resulted in an important
reduction of computational times.

Fault modeling comparison

With the Boolean fault approach, a notable advantage is the
single run of mmDM, followed by subsequent evaluations of
various possibilities on fault modes. In contrast, within the fault
signal approach, mmDM must be run once per fault.
However, as demonstrated by the computational times for both
approaches shown in Figure 3, the Boolean fault approach
leads to a rapid escalation in computational complexity, due
to the higher number of Boolean variables to handle: 5n + 2
in this approach, versus 2n in the fault signal approach. The
computational demands for the signal fault approach are higher
for a small number of SMs, but remain lower in scenarios
involving more SMs, as partial evaluations of the outputs
of mmDM on fault modes are cheap compared to the whole
multimode DM decomposition.
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Fig. 3. Computation time comparison for two fault modeling
approaches.

8. CONCLUSION

A novel methodology for conducting structural fault diagnostics
for multi-mode systems has been introduced. An inherent
challenge in diagnosing such systems arises from their ability
to operate in different modes: considering all possible system
configurations yields combinatorial complexity for the analysis.
Using a multi-mode extension of the Dulmage-Mendelsohn
decomposition, called mmDM, an effective means is provided
to address this complexity. Additionally, two distinct approaches
for modeling faults are introduced, as either signals or Boolean
variables. In both methodologies, the multimode extension of
the definitions of detectability and isolability was introduced.
To demonstrate the efficiency of our method, we applied our
approaches to an illustrative example of a modular switched
Li-ion battery pack with a full-bridge converter.

Future works will aim at generalizing our approach to more
complex multi-mode models, including ones where some faults
can only occur in some modes. Algorithmic improvements of
mmDM are also in the works for improving computational times.
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